Abstract -Publishing person specific data while protecting privacy is an important problem. Existing algorithms that enforce the privacy principle called l-diversity are heuristic based due to the NP-hardness. Several questions remain open: can we get a significant gain in the data utility from an optimal solution compared to heuristic ones; can we improve the utility by setting a distinct privacy threshold per sensitive value; is it practical to find an optimal solution efficiently for real world datasets. This paper addresses these questions. Specifically, we present a pruning based algorithm for finding an optimal solution to an extended form of the l-diversity problem. The novelty lies in several strong techniques: a novel structure for enumerating all solutions, methods for estimating cost lower bounds, strategies for dynamically arranging the enumeration order and updating lower bounds. This approach can be instantiated with any reasonable cost metric. Experiments on real world datasets show that our algorithm is efficient and improves the data utility.
I. INTRODUCTION
To protect individual privacy, data must be made anonymous by enforcing a certain privacy principle before publication. In the literature, the k-anonymity principle [22] and the l-diversity principle [14] are the most popular privacy principles. The former tackles linking attacks by ensuring that each record in the published data is indistinguishable from at least k-1 other records. The latter improves the former by preventing homogeneity attacks, i.e., ensuring that there are at least l well-represented values for a given sensitive attribute in each indistinguishable group of records. Various algorithms have been proposed to enforce these principles. Unfortunately, both the optimal k-anonymity problem and the optimal ldiversity problem are NP-hard [13] [16] . Most algorithms are heuristic based or approximate ones, e.g., Mondrian [13] , TDS [7] , space mapping [8] , space indexing [9] , and approximate k-anonymity [16] . Other algorithms, such as Incognito [12] , MinGen [23] , and BinarySearch [21] , find an optimal solution with a quite restrictive anonymization model. So far, k-Optimize [3] is the only algorithm that finds an optimal k-anonymization with a flexible anonymization model. To our knowledge, no counterpart for an optimal l-diversity solution has been reported. Therefore, several questions remain unanswered regarding the optimal l-diversity problem: Is there a significant gain in the data utility from having an optimal solution compared to heuristic solutions, and from searching a flexible large solution space compared to a restricted solution space? Can we improve the utility by setting a distinct privacy threshold per sensitive value? Can a large portion of the search space be pruned without missing the optimal solution? Is it practical to find an optimal solution for real world datasets? This paper addresses these questions.
We consider an extended form of the classic l-diversity problem [14] , called optimal l + -diversity problem: find such an anonymization of a relational table, that ensures no individual can be linked to a sensitive value s i with a probability higher than θ i , and that incurs the minimum information loss. This problem extends the most used instantiation of l-diversity in that the latter is a special case of the former by setting θ i = 1 / l for every sensitive value s i . The anonymization is achieved by generalization and suppression.
The main challenge for this problem is the huge search space consisting of all possible ways of generalization and suppression. This problem is much more difficult than the optimal k-anonymity problem in [3] . k-anonymity observes a natural pruning property, called monotonicity of suppression: if a indistinguishable group G of records violates k-anonymity (and should be suppressed), then all subgroups derived by partitioning G violate k-anonymity (and should all be suppressed). l + -diversity does not conform to such a monotonicity, so the amount of suppression is not monotone in a top-down search. Hence, the pruning techniques in [3] are not applicable to our problem.
Our contribution is an efficient algorithm for finding the optimal l + -anonymization. The novelties are as follows:
• It adopts the full subtree generalization model [10] with various suppression schemes, which results in a much larger search space than the full domain generalization model [22] . It handles suppression as an integral part of anonymization and finds the equilibrium of suppression and generalization, which is different from previous works [12] [21] where suppression is handled by an external constraint.
• It allows a different privacy threshold for a different sensitive value based on its sensitivity [5] , which helps preserve more data utility, and provides more protection for sensitive values.
• It enumerates all solutions by the depth-first traversal of a novel cut enumeration tree. It estimates a cost lower bound for the solutions in the subtree rooted at each node, and prunes the subtree if the lower bound exceeds the current best cost.
• It employs an enumeration order that well suits the cost based pruning: finding a solution with a small cost quickly and packing solutions with large costs into subtrees for pruning.
• It is generic in that it works for any reasonable cost metric [3] [10] and can easily adapt to a new metric. This paper presents several key findings not previously known: by considering a large search space, the optimal solution has a significant utility gain compared to heuristic solutions (and solutions with a restricted search space); by setting a different privacy threshold per sensitive value, we can incur less information loss, i.e., preserve more data utility, while providing more privacy protection; it is possible to find the optimal solutions efficiently for real world datasets by employing strong pruning techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related works, Section III defines the optimal l + -diversity problem, Section IV presents our search strategy, Section V discusses cost lower bounding methods, Section VI proposes dynamic pruning techniques, Section VII instantiates our approach with cost metrics, Section VIII evaluates our approach, Section IX illustrates the choice of the full subtree generalization model, and Section X concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK In the literature, several famous generalization models were proposed. The first is the full domain generalization model [22] , which is highly restrictive in that all generalized values of an attribute in the anonymized data must be on the same level of the taxonomy tree associated with the attribute's domain. Such a restriction could exclude many natural generalization solutions. The optimal k-anonymizations in MinGen [23] , BinarySearch [21] , and Incognito [12] adopt this model.
The second is the full subtree generalization model [10] , with which the child values that share a common parent value are either all or none generalized, and each generalization step is applied to all records in the dataset. This model allows more natural generalization solutions where generalized values can be at different levels of taxonomies. With the first and the second model, all values in the anonymized data are exclusive of each other, which is called the domain exclusiveness property. Such a property is these models' advantage in that existing algorithms can be applied to the anonymized data without modification. k-Optimize [3] is the only optimal kanonymization algorithm that keeps the domain exclusiveness with a flexible generalization model (comparable to the full subtree generalization model). But the techniques in [3] are not applicable to our optimal l + -diversity problem. The third is the multi-dimensional generalization model [8] [13] , where a generalization step can be locally applied to a multi-dimensional region. This model has a smaller cost than the full subtree generalization model. However, the generalized data does not observe the domain exclusiveness. It follows that many existing algorithms can not be used to process the generalized data, and new customized algorithms need to be developed (more in Section IX-A). In this paper, we adopt the full subtree generalization model.
As an alternative to generalization, bucketization is proposed by [27] . However, with bucketization, the adversary could easily confirm the participation of a target individual, which is a privacy threat [8] [17]; bucketization does not consider the partition's extent in the QI space, which may cause high information loss [8] . [15] improved bucketization by making it safe with worse-case background knowledge. [8] relaxed the model in [13] by allowing overlapping among multi-dimensional regions, and improved bucketization [27] by considering QI values when grouping records. And [26] identified minimality attacks (more in Section IX-B).
There are also a lot of works on perturbation techniques [1] 
The anonymized version T * is derived by performing generalization and suppression on T.
B. Generalization Model
With the full subtree generalization model, a generalization solution corresponds to one cut through every QI attribute's taxonomy tree associated with the attribute's domain, where exactly one node on each root-to-leaf path in the taxonomy trees is contained in the cut.
Let Cut be such a cut. Then, the generalized data is obtained by replacing every QI value in T with its taxonomical ancestor in Cut. For a taxonomy tree with a root R, the number of possible cuts can be recursively computed by #cuts(R) = 1 + ∏ r∈children(R) #cuts(r), where children(R) is the set of all child nodes of R. Clearly, the number of cuts grows exponentially with the number of internal nodes on the taxonomy tree.
C. Suppression Schemes
If a partition Part violates the privacy requirement by Definition 1, we can remove the violation by suppressing some records or SA values from Part. Suppression is independently applied to each partition. We consider several suppression schemes.
• records from a violating Part. This scheme is very safe but it causes the most distortion. allSA and allRec are coarse-grained suppression schemes that provide more privacy protection, whereas vioSA and vioRec are fine-grained suppression schemes that provide less protection. We include all schemes so that the data holder can make a choice based on his/her trade-off between privacy and data utility, or choose no suppression at all, denoted by NoSupp, in which case only generalization will be performed.
Example 1: Consider T in Fig. 1(a) , QI = {Education, Country}, SA = {Disease}, and the QI taxonomy trees in Fig.  1(c)-(d) . Cut a = {Jr, Sr, Uni, Eu, Am} induces 4 partitions <Jr, Eu>, <Sr, Eu>, <Uni, Eu>, and <Uni, Am>. Given a uniform privacy threshold θ = 50%, partition <Uni, Eu> contains only record 5 and violates the privacy requirement. We derive a more specific Cut b from Cut a by specializing Uni to Ba and Grad, which splits the partition <Uni, Am> into sub-partitions <Ba, Am> and <Grad, Am>. <Grad, Am> contains records 8, 9 and 10, where Cancer has a confidence = 2/3 > 50%. With the vioSA scheme, Cancer is suppressed from records 9 and 10. With the allSA scheme, Cancer and Asthma are suppressed from records 8, 9 and 10. With the vioRec scheme, it suffices to suppress either record 9 To find an optimal solution is hard as the search space of all possible anonymizations is huge. What make our approach practical are the three key elements: the search strategy, cost lower bounding methods, and dynamic pruning techniques, which are presented in the next three sections.
IV. SEARCH STRATEGY
In this section, we focus on how to organize and search all possible anonymizations, and present the generic algorithm.
A. Cut Enumeration Tree
Given a chosen suppression scheme, an anonymization is solely represented by a cut through the taxonomy trees of all QI attributes, which is a set of generalized values. We introduce the cut enumeration tree to enumerate all cuts. In the cut enumeration tree, each node represents a cut and is denoted by the set of its constituent values. The root represents the most generalized cut consisting of only the root values of the QI taxonomy trees. There is an edge from a parent node Cut down to a child node Cut child if Cut child is derived by specializing exactly one constituent value of Cut. subtree(Cut) denotes the subtree rooted at the node Cut. The term "cut" and the representing "node" are interchangeable.
To 
B. Search Strategy
A complete traversal of the cut enumeration tree would yield an optimal cut, but it is computationally infeasible because the search space is huge. For example, the entire search space of the Adult dataset in Section VIII consists of 356 million cuts. It is critical to prune any subspace if it contains no optimal cut. We observe the following property of the cut enumeration tree. First, cuts are arranged from general to specific in the top-down direction. Second, cuts are arranged from specific to general in the left-to-right direction because for any cut, its i-th subtree specializes one more open value than its (i+1)-th subtree, e.g., in Fig. 2 , Cut2 and Cut22 are children of Cut1, subtree(Cut2) specializes one more open value, AnyEdu, than subtree(Cut22).
Therefore, specific cuts are at the lower left portion of the cut enumeration tree. Usually, specific cuts have smaller costs than general cuts. To get a smaller best running cost early, we should search specific cuts as early as possible. The depth-first search suits exactly this strategy.
The depth-first search with pruning. We start from the most generalized cut. Let Cut be the cut that we are currently visiting, and Cut best be the best cut examined so far. We first estimate a lower bound on the costs of the cuts in subtree(Cut), denoted by LB cost (T, Cut). The estimation of LB cost (T, Cut) will be discussed in Section V. If the pruning condition LB cost (T, Cut) ≥ cost(T, Cut best ) holds, we can prune the entire subtree(Cut) without missing an optimal cut. If the condition does not hold, we update Cut best if applicable, and then get to the next child Cut child of Cut, in the left-to-right order, in a specialization step. After visiting subtree(Cut child ), we return to Cut in a backtracking step. Importantly, in Section VI-A, we will see that a proper order of the values in a cut helps reduce cost(T, Cut best ) and also helps tighten up LB cost (T, Cut), and hence maximizes the chance to satisfy the pruning condition. 
1) Specialization Step

2) Backtracking Step
After searching subtree(Cut child ), the search backtracks to the parent Cut. Recall that Cut child was derived by specializing an open value v of Cut. In the backtracking, we generalize children(v) to v and restore the partitions induced by Cut. In addition, the value v becomes locked in the rest of subtree(Cut). This change helps tighten up LB cost (T, Cut). The detail will be given in Section VI-B.
Example 3: Consider Fig. 2 . Cut1 induces one partition, <AnyEdu, AnyCountry>, consisting of all records of T. The step from Cut1 down to Cut2 specializes AnyEdu to Sec and Uni, and splits <AnyEdu, AnyCountry> into sub-partitions <Sec, AnyCountry> and <Uni, AnyCountry>. After traversing subtree(Cut2), the depth-first search backtracks to Cut1 by generalizing Sec and Uni to AnyEdu, and merging the subpartitions <Sec, AnyCountry> and <Uni, AnyCountry> to restore the partition <AnyEdu, AnyCountry>. In the rest of subtree(Cut1), AnyEdu becomes locked. ■
C. Search Algorithm
Our search algorithm is given in Fig. 3 . It searches subtree(Cut) and updates Cut best . Cut and Cut best are initialized to the topmost cut, Cut.openVs contains all root values on the QI taxonomy trees, and Cut.lockedVs is empty. Without confusion, we abbreviate Cost(T, Cut) to Cost(Cut), and abbreviate LB cost (T, Cut) to LB cost (Cut) in the algorithm. As the algorithm is self-contained, we omit further explanation. One key to the efficiency of l + -Optimize is to estimate a tight lower bound LB cost (T, Cut) . This is the topic in the next two sections.
V. COST LOWER BOUNDING
In this section, we first present a generic lower bound, and then tighten it up for individual suppression schemes. Consider a single record t in Part. Table I summarizes the components of cost(t, U) for a cut U in subtree(Cut). cost_s(t,U) denotes the suppression cost related to t. For the vioSA or allSA scheme, cost_s(t, U) is the cost for suppressing t's SA value, and for the vioRec or allRec scheme, cost_s(t, U) is the cost for suppressing the record t. cost_g(t, U) denotes the cost for generalizing t to the cut U. With the vioSA or allSA scheme, t may be generalized while t's SA value is suppressed, and with the vioRec or allRec scheme, t is generalized only if t is not suppressed. We estimate the lower bound on generalization cost and suppression cost separately. 
A. Introduction to Cost Lower Bounding
Proof: Consider any cut U in subtree(Cut) and Part's subpartitions induced by U. Let #rm(s i ) be the total number of occurrences of s i that must be suppressed from these subpartitions in order to satisfy the privacy threshold θ i .
First, let us consider the vioSA and allSA schemes. Let SPs (1) denote the union of the sub-partitions that violate the threshold θ i , and SPs (2) denote Part -SPs (1) . Then, SPs (2) holds n i -#rm(s i ) occurrences of s i . Since every sub-partition in SPs (2) satisfies the threshold θ i , so does their union by Observation 2, i.e., (n i -#rm(s i )) / |SPs (2) | ≤ θ i . Note that |SPs (2) | = n -|SPs (1) | and |SPs (1) 
Now, let us consider the vioRec and allRec schemes. The occurrences of s i after the suppression is n i -#rm(s i ), and the total size of all sub-partitions after suppressing records holding s i is n -#rm(s i ) for the vioRec scheme and at most n#rm(s i ) for the allRec scheme. Since after suppression, all remaining sub-partitions satisfy
With the vioRec or allRec scheme, suppressing a record holding s i increases confidences of other SA values. Lemma 3 should be recursively applied until there is no violation.
Example 4: Consider again T in Fig. 1(a) . Partition <Uni, AnyCountry> consists of records 5 to 10, with Asthma occurring 3 times, Cancer twice, and Flu once. Given a uniform threshold θ = 1 / 3, Asthma violates the threshold. By Lemma 3, #MinRm for Asthma is ⎡(3 -6 · 1 / 3) / (1 -1 / 3))⎤ = 2. If the vioSA or allSA scheme is used, the estimation is done. If the vioRec or allRec scheme is used, suppressing 2 records holding Asthma causes Cancer to violate the threshold. So, we recursively apply Lemma 3 for Cancer, and get its #MinRm = ⎡(2-4·1/3) / (1-1/3))⎤ = 1. ■
D. Integrated Lower Bounds
Putting Lemma 2 and 3 together yields the first lower bound integrating both generalization and suppression costs. To derive a tighter lower bound for the vioRec or allRec scheme, we estimate the lower bound for the suppressed records and the remaining records separately and add them up. For any cut U in subtree(Cut), at least d = ∑ i #MinRm(Part, s i ) records in Part will be suppressed by Lemma 3. Let n = |Part|, for the remaining n -d records in Part, their cost is no less than their cost_g, which reaches the minimum at Cut spec by the metric monotonicity (a 
VI. DYNAMIC TECHNIQUES
The previous section presented methods for estimating a cost lower bound with a given order for enumerating cuts. The pruning strength by lower bounding critically depends on such an order for enumerating cuts and the way for updating the lower bound. In this section, we discuss these issues.
A. Ordering Values in Cuts
Recall that subtree(Cut) is pruned if LB cost (T, Cut) ≥ cost(T, Cut best ). We can maximize this pruning in two ways: (1) having a small cost(T, Cut best ), which can be achieved by examining cuts with small costs as early as possible, and (2) having a large LB cost (T, Cut), which can be achieved by packing cuts with large costs into subtree(Cut). Notice that the order of values in Cut.openVs determines the order of examining cuts in subtree(Cut), and hence has a great impact on pruning the search space.
First, let us consider (1). Roughly speaking, the more specific a cut is, the smaller its cost is. Thus, to reduce cost(T, Cut best ) we should first specialize general values which usually have high occurrences. So, we should order the values of Cut.openVs in the descending order of their occurrences. For example in Fig. 4 , value v 1 is arranged before value v 2 in Cut1. So, Cut2 = {children(v 1 ), v 2 , …} is examined before Cut3 = {v 1 
B. Updating Lower Bounds
Upon backtracking to Cut, one more constituent value of Cut becomes locked, making the most specific cut Cut spec in the rest of subtree(Cut) more general. Also, having more locked values will increase the chance for partitions to be homogenous (Section V-A). We can use this chance to tighten up the lower bound for the rest of subtree(Cut).
Example 5: Consider Fig. 2 again. When first visiting Cut18 = {Sec, Uni, Eu, Am}, Eu is open and the most specific cut in subtree(Cut18) is Cut20. The partition <Sec, Eu> consists of records 1 to 4 and is not homogenous. When backtracking from Cut19 to Cut18, Eu becomes locked, so the most specific cut in the rest of subtree(Cut18) is Cut21, more general than Cut20. The partition <Sec, Eu> is now homogeneous and its lower bound is its actual cost. The rest of subtree(Cut18) may be pruned without visiting Cut21. ■ Observation 5 (Updating the lower bound when backtracking): Starting from Cut, we get to a child cut by specializing an open value v of Cut. When backtracking to Cut, v becomes locked in the rest of subtree(Cut). The lower bound for each partition containing v induced by Cut can be tightened up as v is locked. ■ In general, Cut has multiple children, Cut 1 ,…,Cut k . Each time backtracking to Cut from a child Cut i , LB cost (T, Cut) is updated as discussed above. In these updates, LB cost (T, Cut) is monotonically increasing, and cost(T, Cut best ) is monotonically decreasing. So, each update improves the chance to satisfy the pruning condition LB cost (T, Cut) ≥ cost(T, Cut best ). This idea is incorporated in the backtracking step of l + -Optimize where LB cost (T, Cut) are incrementally updated by recalculating the lower bound of each partition containing value v, and the pruning condition is always rechecked before specializing to a new child. Experiments show that with all other techniques combined, 99% of the search space is pruned, and with this technique in addition, 99.97% to 99.99% is pruned. This additional 0.97% to 0.99% pruning rate is critical for pruning a huge search space.
C. Reducing Data Scan
The cut enumeration tree is just a conceptual vehicle for describing the search space and strategy; it is never materialized in its entirety in the memory. In the depth-first search, we only materialize the partitions induced by the current cut. So, each specialization step is accompanied by splitting partitions, and each backtracking step is accompanied by merging partitions. Consider the example in Fig. 4 INSTANTIATION WITH COST METRICS The lower bounds in Theorem 4 to 6 require the metric monotonicity (Observation 1), and the tighter lower bound in Corollary 7 requires the independence property (Observation 3). In this section, we instantiate these lower bounds with several cost metrics by establishing these properties.
A. Loss Metric, LM
The loss metric LM [10] LM observes the metric monotonicity (a) because #leaves increases when a value is generalized, and observes the metric monotonicity (b) because cost_g(t, Cut) ≤ |QI| ≤ cost_s(t, Cut). LM observes the independence property since cost_g of t is independent of other records.
B. Discernibility Metric, DM
The discernibility metric DM [3] attempts to capture the ability to maintain discernibility between records. Since DM considers only suppression of records, we only use DM with the vioRec and allRec schemes. DM assigns a cost to a record t based on the number of records indistinguishable from t on QI. If t is not suppressed, cost_g(t, Cut) = |Part * |, where Part * is the anonymized partition holding t. If t is suppressed, DM assigns a cost equal to the size of T. So cost_s(t, Cut) = c i = |T|. DM observes the metric monotonicity (a) because the partition size, |Part * |, increase when generalizing values, so does cost_g(t, Cut), and observes the metric monotonicity (b) because cost_g(t, Cut) = |Part * | ≤ |T| = cost_s(t, Cut). DM with the vioRec scheme does not observe the independence property since suppressing a record from a partition reduces the size of the partition, which affects the generalization cost of the remaining records in the partition. However, as discussed in Section V-D, the independence property always holds for the allRec scheme regardless of the cost metric. So Corollary 7 is applicable to DM if the allRec scheme is used.
C. Classification Metric, CM
The classification metric CM [10] measures the information loss for classification. For this metric, T contains an additional class attribute. Like DM, CM is designed for suppressing records, so we consider only the vioRec and allRec schemes for CM. Let minority(Part * ) be the set of records in Part * belonging to minority classes. Suppose that t holds a SA value s i , if t is suppressed, cost_s(t, Cut) = c i = 1, otherwise if t ∈ minority(Part * ), cost_g(t, Cut) = 1, else cost_g(t, Cut) = 0.
CM satisfies the metric monotonicity (a) because |minority(P 1 ∪ P 2 )| ≥ |minority(P 1 )| + |minority(P 2 )| (proved by [3] ), which implies that the generalization cost never increases by splitting a partition. CM satisfies the metric monotonicity (b) because cost_g(t, Cut) ≤ 1 = cost_s(t, Cut). CM with the vioRec scheme does not observe the independence property because suppressing a record from a majority class could cause the minority class to become a majority class. So, Corollary 7 is applicable to CM if the allRec scheme is used.
VIII.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION Our goal is to study the utility gain of optimal solutions and the feasibility of finding optimal solutions for a very large search space. We used the widely adopted benchmark Adult dataset [2] . This dataset consists of 45,222 records after removing records with missing values. Table II describes the QI attributes (the first 7), the sensitive attribute, and the class attribute. The taxonomy tree for each QI attribute is from [10] . The full search space consists of 356 million (356,440,500) cuts, which makes a complete search infeasible. We further amplified the size of the search space and the size of the dataset to assess the efficiency and scalability of our algorithm. The dataset, the QI taxonomy trees, and the l + -Optimize executable can be downloaded from the first author's personal website. We implemented three algorithms in C++, including l + -Optimize proposed in this paper, the l-diverse variant [14] of Incognito [12] , and the simulated annealing algorithm [11] . As discussed in Section II and IX-A, multi-dimensional generalization models [8] [13] do not ensure the domain exclusiveness of the anonymized data, so we did not compare with them since it is less meaningful. All experiments were run on an HP tablet PC with a 2GHz Intel Pentium M CPU and 1GB RAM running Windows XP.
We used the three cost metrics LM, DM, and CM. As explained in Section VII, the suppression schemes NoSupp, allRec, and vioRec are used with all cost metrics, and the suppression schemes allSA and vioSA are used with LM. For all sets of experiments but one, we used a uniform threshold θ for all SA values. In Subsection A-2) , we explored the utility gain by allowing a different θ i for a different SA value s i .
A. Utility Evaluation by Comparing with Incognito
Incognito finds the optimal solution under the restrictive full domain generalization model. Incognito does not incorporate suppression as an integral part rather as an external constraint because the amount of suppression is not monotone and no cost based pruning is employed. So, we only consider Incognito without suppression. We use LO as the abbreviation of l + -Optimize. So, LO-NoSupp denotes l + -Optimize without suppression, LO-all Rec denotes l + -Optimize with the allRec suppression scheme, and so on. The cost of Incognito is always equal to or greater than the cost of l + -Optimize. With LM as in Fig. 5(a) , the gap between Incognito and l + -Optimize and without suppression (i.e., NoSupp) is not significant. The gap increases when l + -Optimize incorporates suppression. With DM in Fig. 5(b) , the gap is quite significant even without suppression: for most cases, the cost of Incognito is 44% to 176% more than the cost of l + -Optimize. The gap is further increased when l + -Optimize integrates various suppression schemes. Fig. 5(c) shows that l + -Optimize also outperforms Incognito with CM. In summary, integrating suppression with generalization helps reduce information loss; the finer the granularity of suppression, the more the reduction, where the order of granularity from coarse to fine is NoSupp, allRec, allSA, vioSA, and vioRec.
1) Information Loss with a Uniform Threshold for SA Values
We also studied the usefulness of the anonymized data for classification on Income Class. We anonymized the data by running algorithms with CM, constructed the C4.5 classifier from the training set (the first 30,162 anonymized records), and reported the classification error on the test set (the last 15,060 anonymized records). The baseline of the classification error is 17.1% which is the error with the original data. In Fig.  5 (d) , the classification error by Incognito is similar to l + -Optimize with the NoSupp scheme: for a small l ≤ 4, the classification error is pretty close to the baseline. When l becomes larger, the error is high. However, the error for l + -Optimize with vioRec is always very close to the baseline (with a gap ≤ 1%). 
2) Information Loss with a Distinct Threshold per SA Value
We explore the flexibility of our l Fig. 5 shows that the information loss by l + -Optimize is reduced by 13% to 22% with the LM cost metric and the NoSupp scheme, 9% to 600% with DM and NoSupp, and 8% to 26% with CM and NoSupp, etc. The cost curves of Incognito remain the same as it only uses a uniform l, thus l + -Optimize preserves even more utility than Incognito.
In summary, the utility gain by adopting the flexible full subtree generalization model is significant. l + -Optimize further reduces information loss by incorporating suppression as an integral part of anonymization, and provides more protection for more sensitive values by allowing setting privacy thresholds based on sensitivities.
B. Utility Evaluation by Comparing with SimulatedAnnealing
Simulated annealing is a stochastic algorithm that employs a greedy heuristic to search for a good solution, while avoiding being trapped at local optima [11] . Simulated annealing, abbreviated as SimuAnneal, is used as a representative of greedy algorithms to compare with l + -Optimize. We collected the average best cost at any given time point based on 6 random runs. In short, the gain from the optimal solution relative to heuristic solutions is also significant. This experiment also suggests another usage of l + -Optimize as an anytime algorithm giving time is a constraint.
C. Efficiency and Scalability Evaluation
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of l + -Optimize by examining two key indicators of the efficiency, the runtime and the percentage of cuts examined. Fig. 8 shows the runtime (left column) and the percentage of cuts examined (right column) by l + -Optimize, for the three cost metrics. For most of the cases, 99.99% to 99.97% of cuts are pruned. In other words, typically only 0.01% to 0.03% of cuts are examined, out of which about 2/3 to 9/10 are examined before the optimal solution was found (according to statistics collected in addition). This indicates that our lower bound pruning is highly effective. We observed a strong correlation between the runtime and the percentage of cuts examined. The runtime usually is under a few hundred to a little bit more than a thousand seconds, which is highly efficient giving 356 million cuts in the search space. In the following, we did a series of experiments to explore the effects of individual pruning techniques, and the impacts of the QI taxonomy selection, the size of QI, and the size of the dataset on the performance. The default setting is as follows: cost metric DM, l = 4 (θ = 25%), and the suppression schemes NoSupp, allRec, and vioRec.
1) Individual Pruning Techniques
We evaluated the effectiveness of the each dynamic technique in Section VI individually. "full l + -Optimize" denotes the algorithm using both techniques, i.e., arranging values in the descending order of occurrences, and updating lower bounds when backtracking. "partial (Asc)" denotes the partial algorithm with values being arranged in the reverse of the proposed order, and "partial (noUpdate)" denotes the partial algorithm without dynamically updating lower bounds on backtracking. It turned out that none of the two partial algorithms terminated within a reasonable time limit with the default QI taxonomy trees. To obtain results for partial algorithms, we reduced the taxonomy trees of the age and native-country attributes to the top two levels. Fig. 9 (a)-(b) shows the runtime and the percentage of cuts examined with DM and allRec (the results with the other cost metrics and suppression schemes are similar).
The efficiency of "partial (noUpdate)" drops by a factor of 2 to 3 from the full algorithm, and the efficiency of "partial (Asc)" is several orders of magnitude worse than the full algorithm. That is, the order of values in a cut has much larger impact on the efficiency. Nevertheless, both techniques are critical for achieving a strong pruning.
2) Amplifying the Search Space
We investigated the impact of the selection of QI taxonomies on the efficiency of l + -Optimize. We created 3 taxonomies with the coarse, medium, and fine granularity respectively, based on the taxonomies in [7] and [10] . Three taxonomies have vastly different search space sizes: the coarse taxonomy yields 152 million (152,685,000) cuts, the medium one yields 7 billion (6,943,460,940) cuts, and the fine one yields 431 billion (431,934,597,900) cuts. Fig. 9 (c)-(d) show the runtime and the percentage of cuts searched. For a finer taxonomy, the algorithm took a longer time because the search space is very large. However, the increase in the runtime is several orders less than the increase in the size of the search space, which means that the pruning is stronger with a larger search space. For example, with the allRec scheme, the search space of the medium taxonomy is 40 times of the coarse taxonomy, but only 0.0017% of cuts for the medium taxonomy were examined compared to 0.02% for the coarse taxonomy. In fact, a finer taxonomy provides more flexibility, which helps us get a smaller running best cost in the early stage of search, so we have a stronger pruning.
3) Varying the Size of QI
We studied the impact of the QI size on pruning. We selected the first m attributes listed in Table II to comprise the QI, for m = 1, 2, .., 7. Fig. 9 (e) shows that the runtime increases with the increase of the QI size since the search space size increases quickly with the QI size. Fig 8 (f) shows that the pruning becomes stronger with a larger QI size, which mitigates the impact of the QI size on performance.
4) Amplifying the Size of the Dataset
To study the scalability of l + -Optimize, we amplified the size of the dataset by inserting α "variants" of each original record into the Adult dataset. A variant of an original record t was created by randomly selecting q attributes from QI, with q being uniformly distributed in the range [1, |QI|] , and replacing t's value on each selected attribute with a value randomly drawn from the attribute domain. Fig. 9 (g) depicts the runtime of l + -Optimize for 50K to 1000K data records. The runtime is linear to the data size. In fact, the search space depends on the taxonomies of the QI attributes rather than the size of the dataset. Fig. 9(h) shows that there is little change in the number of cuts to be examined. Notice that the overhead pertaining to each cut, mainly comes from partition split / merge operations, and is proportional to the size of the dataset. In short, l + -Optimize is quite scalable. IX. ADDITIONAL ISSUES We illustrate our choice of the full subtree generalization model and how to handle minimality attacks [26] .
A. Choosing the Full Subtree Generalization Model
The full subtree generalization model [10] is a singledimensional global recoding model [12] . As discussed in Section II, this model ensures the domain exclusiveness, which implies that the anonymized data can be analysed by any existing algorithm without modification.
For example, given T in Fig. 1(a) and θ = 50% (l = 2), this model may produce 3 partitions, <Junior, Europe>, <Senior, Europe>, and <University, America> in the anonymized T * . The values in T * are exclusive of each other. So, we can analyse T * by any existing algorithm, e.g., mine (generalized) association rules in T * . In comparison, the latest multi-dimensional generalization model [8] may produce 5 multi-dimensional regions (partitions), <Junior-or-Senior, UK>, <Senior-or-Bachelor, France-or-Canada>, <Junior-or-Graduate, France-or-Canada>, <Bachelor-or-Graduate, USA>, and <Bachelor-or-Graduate, UK-or-Canada>. Notice that [8] first maps the m-dimension data to 1-dimension, and then maps the anonymized 1-dimension data back to m-dimension. Now, the values in the anonymized T * are not exclusive of each other, i.e., they overlap on the domains, which is a flexibility that helps reduce the information loss. However, this comes with a price: we have to either further transform the anonymized data or develop new customized algorithms to analyse the data, e.g., we can not directly run existing algorithms on T * to mine association rules as we can not count the exact occurrences of values in T * . In summary, both the single dimensional generalization models and the multi-dimensional generalization models have their own strength. The latter has less generalization cost, whereas the former produces generalized data that can be processed by existing algorithms.
B. Handling Minimality Attacks
Minimality attacks, identified by [26] , arise from the fact that knowledge of the anonymization algorithm, in particular the minimality principle employed by most algorithms, can yield clues about how to infer detailed information from the anonymized data. Note that both single dimensional and multi-dimensional generalization models may suffer from minimality attacks.
To prevent minimality attacks, a simple strategy is to apply an additional precaution step to the optimal solution, such as randomly introducing more generalization or suppression. Such a precaution step breaks the minimality principle and can be easily incorporated into our algorithm while the key elements of our approach still work.
Another strategy is to return a solution randomly selected from the top-h optimal solutions with h being a small integer, which also breaks the minimality principle. At the same time, the returned solution is guaranteed to be among the top-h optimal ones. To adopt this strategy, we maintain the current top-h best solutions and use the cost of the h-th best solution in the pruning condition. All techniques employed in our algorithm remain unchanged.
X. CONCLUSION This paper presented an efficient algorithm, l + -Optimize, for finding an optimal anonymization satisfying l + -diversity under the full subtree generalization model with various suppression schemes. The algorithm is generic in the sense that it can be instantiated with any reasonable cost metric. Several novel techniques contribute to the efficiency of l + -Optimize: a novel search strategy, cost lower bounding methods, and pruning techniques. The new findings are: by considering a large search space, the optimal solution has a significant utility gain compared to heuristic solutions; by setting each sensitive value's privacy threshold according to its sensitivity, we can provide better protection for more sensitive values and incur less information loss; it is possible to find the optimal solution efficiently on real world datasets by employing strong pruning strategies.
